
The Road to Re-Opening Questionnaire (SBC) 
How much do you miss playing bridge in a club? 

 

  



Which of the following measures do you think should be COMPULSORY for players to enter a bridge club? 

 

 



How important are the following to make you feel safe playing bridge in a club? 

 

 

 



 

Do you want to continue playing in online bridge sessions after your club fully re-opens? 

 

  



When did you start playing online bridge?    How would you like your club to be re-opened? 

   

Other suggestions 
▪ Given the age demographic of bridge players, whilst the risks seem low, the consequences of Covid-19 getting into a club are very high, and it is very hard to see how 

social distancing can work if players are moving from table to table, sitting opposite 9 other pairs and sharing cards that other players have touched. As such, I fear 

bridge can't really open until such time as most rules in the community have been relaxed, even though I want it to open. I am 59 years old, so at lower risk, but the 

demographics are against us for most players. 

▪ Gloves would be a disaster in terms of spreading Covid-19 and impractical to play." 

▪ I trust my fellow players to self exclude if they think they may carry the coronavirus. 

▪ Maybe 2 sets of boards for each table instead of one? 

▪ More frequent, smaller sessions 

▪ No eating whilst playing as clean hands become dirty ( near mouth and nose)and transfer to cards . Hands must be sanitised at beginning of each round( new table) 

▪ BYO pens  

▪ Tablecloths need to be washed at end of every session  

▪ May need to increase table  fees to cover additional costs involved." 

▪ No table cloths ,sessions only 10 minute rounds. Wipe down table after each round. Bring own pens. No coats etc on back of chairs. 

▪ Most players r an at risk group. I’d rather wait then go back too soon." 

▪ Place tables much further apart 

▪ Improve ventilation  

▪ Caution elderly players against playing??? 

▪ Online play AND in person play for same tournament (at same time), then cautious/higher risk people can stay away 

▪ Playing Bridge online looses the social aspect of normal bridge. 

▪ Problem is also using public transport.  Don"t want to use until facemasks are compulsory on public transport. 



▪ Thank you for all you efforts to get the club open again as soon as possible 

▪ Thanks for your support for online players and Wings excellent BBO class 

▪ We can easily limit the number of tables at our location. 

 


